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This technical report provides supplementary material for the paper “On
the Utility of Curricula in Unsupervised Learning of Probabilistic Grammars”
[18]. Section 1 provides the proofs of the theorems in Section 3 of the paper.
Section 2 gives more details of the experimental settings and results. Section 3
discusses the related work.
1 Proofs of Theorems
We first prove Theorem 1 in Section 3 of the paper.
Theorem 1 If a curriculum 〈W1,W2, . . . ,Wn〉 satisfies incremental construc-
tion (with either condition 3 or 3b), then for any i, j, k s.t. 1 ≤ i < j < k ≤ n,
we have
d1(θi, θk) ≥ d1(θj , θk)
dTV (Gi, Gk) ≥ dTV (Gj , Gk)
where d1(·, ·) denotes the L1 distance; dTV (Gi, Gj) represents the total variation
distance between the two distributions of grammatical structures defined by Gi
and Gj.
Proof : Here we assume condition 3b because it is more general than condition
3. There are two inequalities in the conclusion of the theorem. We first give the
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proof of the inequality with the L1 distance of parameter vectors. As defined
in Section 3 of the paper, a parameter vector is the concatenation of a set of
multinomial vectors, each of which is the vector of probabilities of grammar rules
with a specific rule condition (left-hand side) of the target grammar. Denote
θi,p as the multinomial vector of rule condition p in grammar Gi, and denote
θi,p→q as the probability of rule p→q in grammar Gi. Note that
d1(θi, θj) =
∑
p
d1(θi,p, θj,p)
So to prove the first inequality, it is sufficient to prove that
∀p, d1(θi,p, θk,p) ≥ d1(θj,p, θk,p)
Because the L1 norm of a multinomial vector is always 1, for any rule condition
p we have
d1(θi,p, θj,p) =
∑
q:θi,p→q>θj,p→q
(θi,p→q − θj,p→q) +
∑
q:θi,p→q≤θj,p→q
(θj,p→q − θi,p→q)
=
1− ∑
q:θi,p→q≤θj,p→q
θi,p→q
−
1− ∑
q:θi,p→q≤θj,p→q
θj,p→q

+
∑
q:θi,p→q≤θj,p→q
(θj,p→q − θi,p→q)
= 2×
∑
q:θi,p→q≤θj,p→q
(θj,p→q − θi,p→q)
= 2×
∑
q
(θj,p→q − θi,p→q)fi,j,p(q) (1)
where fi,j,p(q) is defined as
fi,j,p(q) =
{
1 if θi,p→q ≤ θj,p→q
0 if θi,p→q > θj,p→q
According to Definition 1 (with condition 3b) of the paper, for any grammar rule
p→ q in the target grammar, with the increase of i, its probability θi,p→q first
remains 0, then shifts to a non-zero value in a certain intermediate grammar,
and after that decreases monotonically. So for any i < j < k, there are three
possibilities, which we consider in turn.
1. If θi,p→q = θj,p→q = 0 and θk,p→q ≥ 0, then we have
(θk,p→q − θi,p→q)fi,k,p(q) = (θk,p→q − θj,p→q)fj,k,p(q)
2. If θi,p→q = 0 and θj,p→q ≥ θk,p→q > 0, then we have
(θk,p→q − θi,p→q)fi,k,p(q) > 0 = (θk,p→q − θj,p→q)fj,k,p(q)
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3. If θi,p→q ≥ θj,p→q ≥ θk,p→q > 0, then we have
(θk,p→q − θi,p→q)fi,k,p(q) = (θk,p→q − θj,p→q)fj,k,p(q) = 0
Therefore, we get∑
q
(θk,p→q − θi,p→q)fi,k,p(q) ≥
∑
q
(θk,p→q − θj,p→q)fj,k,p(q)
where equality holds if there exists no assignment of q that satisfies the second
possibility. According to Eq.1, we have
d1(θi,p, θk,p) ≥ d1(θj,p, θk,p)
Therefore we have proved the first inequality.
Now we turn to the second inequality in the conclusion of the theorem and
prove it in a similar fashion. Because the sum of probabilities over all gram-
matical structures is always 1, we have
dTV (Gi, Gj) =
1
2
∑
s
|P (s|Gi)− P (s|Gj)|
=
∑
s
(P (s|Gj)− P (s|Gi))fi,j(s) (2)
where fi,j(s) is defined as
fi,j(s) =
{
1 if P (s|Gi) ≤ P (s|Gj)
0 if P (s|Gi) > P (s|Gj)
The first equality of Eq.2 is the definition of total variation, and the second
equality can be derived in a similar way as in Eq.1. According to Definition 1
(with condition 3b) of the paper, for any grammatical structure s that can be
generated by the target grammar, with the increase of i, the probability P (s|Gi)
first remains 0 (when at least one grammar rule used in deriving s is absent from
Gi), then shifts to a non-zero value (when all the grammar rules needed to derive
s have non-zero probabilities), and after that decreases monotonically (because
the probabilities of all the grammar rules used in deriving s are decreasing).
Just as in the proof of the first inequality, for any i < j < k there are three
possibilities, and by analyzing the three possibilities in turn we can get∑
s
(P (s|Gk)− P (s|Gi))fi,k(s) ≥
∑
s
(P (s|Gk)− P (s|Gj))fj,k(s)
So according to Eq.2, we have
dTV (Gi, Gk) ≥ dTV (Gj , Gk)
Therefore we have proved the second inequality. (End of Proof)
Now we give a proof sketch of Theorem 2.
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Theorem 2 If a curriculum 〈W1,W2, . . . ,Wn〉 satisfies the first two conditions
in Definition 1 as well as a further relaxed version of the third condition:
3c. for any grammar rules r, P (r|Gi) first monotonically increases with i and
then monotonically decreases with i.
then for any i, j, k s.t. 1 ≤ i < j < k ≤ n, we have
d1(θi, θk) ≥ d1(θj , θk)
Proof Sketch: The proof is the same as the proof of the first inequality of The-
orem 1, except that the three possibilities are changed because of condition 3c.
According to condition 3c, with the increase of i, the probability of a grammar
rule θi,p→q first increases monotonically and then decreases monotonically. So
for any i < j < k, we have three new possibilities.
1. If θi,p→q ≤ θj,p→q ≤ θk,p→q, then we have
(θk,p→q − θi,p→q)fi,k,p(q) ≥ (θk,p→q − θj,p→q)fj,k,p(q)
2. If θi,p→q ≤ θj,p→q and θj,p→q ≥ θk,p→q, then we have
(θk,p→q − θi,p→q)fi,k,p(q) ≥ 0 = (θk,p→q − θj,p→q)fj,k,p(q)
3. If θi,p→q ≥ θj,p→q ≥ θk,p→q, then we have
(θk,p→q − θi,p→q)fi,k,p(q) = (θk,p→q − θj,p→q)fj,k,p(q) = 0
So we can still get∑
q
(θk,p→q − θi,p→q)fi,k,p(q) ≥
∑
q
(θk,p→q − θj,p→q)fj,k,p(q)
and the rest of the proof is exactly the same as in the proof of the first inequality
of Theorem 1. (End of Proof Sketch)
2 Experiments
In this section we provide more details of the experiments presented in Section
4 and 5 of the paper.
We adapted the DAGEEM software1 to implement the expectation-maximization
algorithm of the DMV grammar. We then implemented curriculum learning by
using expectation-maximization as the base learner. In the experiments on syn-
thetic data, expectation-maximization was initialized with a trivial grammar in
which rules with the same left-hand side have equal probabilities; in the ex-
periments on real data, we used an initial grammar provided in the DAGEEM
1http://www.ark.cs.cmu.edu/DAGEEM/
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software which is created according to the heuristic approach described in [10].
As mentioned in the paper, we used a dynamic smoothing factor in the experi-
ments on synthetic data to alleviate the overfitting problem discussed in Section
3.1 of the paper. The dynamic smoothing factor is computed from the size of
the partial corpus that is hidden from the learner during curriculum learning.
More specifically, for each training sentence that is hidden, we assume it is sam-
pled from a uniform distribution over all possible sentences that have the same
length as the hidden sentence, and we also assume a uniform grammar in which
rules with the same left-hand side have equal probabilities, so we can easily
compute the expected counts of each grammar rule r being used in parsing this
sentence; then the dynamic smoothing factor for grammar rule r is the sum of
the expected counts over all the training sentences that are hidden. We found
that dynamic smoothing often improves the learning result in the experiments
on synthetic data; however, in the experiments on real data, dynamic smoothing
usually hurts learning.
We used the WSJ30 corpus (the set of sentences no longer than 30 in the
Wall Street Journal corpus of the Penn Treebank) in our experiments. Because
we used the DMV grammar formalism in our experiments, which is a type of
dependency grammar, we converted the phrase structure annotations in the
Penn Treebank to the dependency annotations by running the “ptbconv” soft-
ware2. When generating the synthetic data, we found the dependency treebank
grammar of WSJ30 tends to generate sentences much longer than the actual
sentences in WSJ30, so we decreased by 30% the probabilities of grammar rules
that determine if a new dependency should be generated under a certain con-
dition.
We tested different values of the smoothing factor in the experiments on both
synthetic data and real data. We found that although the value of the smoothing
factor did affect the learning performance, the advantage of curriculum learning
over the baseline was consistently observed.
In Section 5.2 of the paper, we mention that the change of rule probabilities
during learning with a curriculum is similar to the change plotted in Figure 2(c)
of the paper (which plots the change of rule probabilities in the sequence of
intermediate grammars specified by the curriculum). Here we show the actual
plot of the change during learning for VBD-headed grammar rules (Figure 1). It
can be seen that the probabilities of most rules first rise and then drop, and rules
are learned in a specific order according to the curriculum. However, we can also
see that some rules behave differently than specified by the curriculum, which
is due to the errors or alternative parses made by the unsupervised learner. For
example, the unsupervised learner learns to assign DT (determiner) as the head
of a noun phrase, so in Figure 1 we see a curve for the rule VBD→DT, which
is not present in Figure 2(c) of the paper.
2Available at http://www.jaist.ac.jp/~h-yamada/
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Figure 1: The change of probabilities of VBD-headed rules with the stages of
the length-based curriculum during learning (best viewed in color). Rules with
probabilities always below 0.025 are omitted.
3 Discussions
We first give a brief survey of existing work on unsupervised learning of prob-
abilistic grammars. The inside-outside algorithm [1, 13] is one of the earliest
algorithms for learning probabilistic context-free grammars and is a special case
of the EM algorithm. It assumes a fixed, usually fully connected grammar struc-
ture and tries to maximize the likelihood of the grammar. A similar algorithm
is proposed to learn dependency grammars, but with a heuristic initialization to
mitigate the local minimum problem of EM [10]. More recent work has adopted
the Bayesian framework to maximize the posterior of the learned grammar given
the corpus. A variational inference method is derived in [11], while a Markov
Chain Monte Carlo method is presented in [9]. A Dirichlet prior with less-
than-one hyperparameters is usually used in the Bayesian framework, because
it encourages smaller grammars to avoid over-fitting; other priors have also been
used, e.g., the logistic normal prior that models the correlations between sym-
bols [3, 4] and the hierarchical Dirichlet process prior that can accommodate an
unbounded number of nonterminals [5, 14]. The linear-interpolation smooth-
ing used in [8] can also be seen as a kind of prior. The methods mentioned
so far all assume a fixed grammar structure and try to infer the parameters,
but structure search can also be incorporated in learning [17, 2, 12]. There are
also some methods that go beyond standard probabilistic inference. Structural
annealing [15] controls the strength of two types of structural bias to guide the
iterative learning. The approach of [6] uses posterior regularization to encode
sparsity bias that cannot be easily expressed by priors, and applies a novel
iterative algorithm for optimization. UNSEARN [7] adapts a supervised struc-
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tured prediction algorithm for unsupervised use, and applies it to unsupervised
dependency grammar learning. As we discussed in the paper, most of these
existing methods start with all the training sentences and try to learn the whole
grammar, with the exception of the Baby-step algorithm [16] which starts the
learning with short sentences and then adds increasingly longer sentences into
the training corpus.
Curriculum learning is related to boosting algorithms in that both learn from
a weighted training set in a iterative fashion, with the weights being evolved
from one iteration to the next. However, there are a few important differ-
ences between the two. First, boosting starts with a uniform weighting scheme
and modifies the weights based on the learner’s performance on the training
data, whereas curriculum learning starts with a weighting scheme that favors
easy samples and ends with a uniform weighting scheme. The easiness measure
of training samples in curriculum learning is usually based on some external
knowledge (e.g., the prior knowledge that shorter sentences are easier), which
therefore introduces additional information into learning. In addition, in boost-
ing we learn a set of base learners and then combine them by weighted voting,
while in curriculum learning we continuously update a single learner.
The likelihood-based curriculum learning proposed in Section 5.2 of the pa-
per is related to active learning, in that it introduces new training samples to
the learner based on the grammar that has been learned. The likelihood-based
curriculum learning also resembles some self-training approaches, in that it re-
weights training samples based on the probabilities of the samples given the
learned grammar, and such probabilities reflect the confidence of the learner in
parsing the training samples.
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